
 

JOB POSTING : Mid-Level .NET Developer 

The Company 

Redslim, (www.redslim.net) founded in 2013 and is an innovative international start-up with main 

offices in Switzerland but with employees around the world. 

At Redslim we enable our clients to maximise the usage of their data assets by creating analytic 

solutions specialised to their brands and the way of doing business, with agility, passion, curiosity 

and commitment. 

We solve the challenges around data, so clients can focus on insights. Redslim are experts in Data 

Logistics, Harmonisation, Integration, Visualisation, Reporting, Dashboards and Business Intelligence. 

The Profile 
Are you keen to join a fresh, agile, entrepreneur environment?  

Are you a talented developer looking to participate in the full lifecycle of our software applications 

and create your own ones? 

Would you like to work in an exciting and flexible environment, focusing on usability and 

performance, using the latest technologies with no legacy backpack? 

Job Details 

Role: Mid-Level .NET Developer 

Status: New position. Full-time job. 

Location: Oxford (UK), Paris (FR), Jönköping (SE), Copenhagen (DK). Other locations could be 

considered. 

Experience: At least 5+ years of proven relevant experience. 

Accountabilities  

- Design and implementation of quality .NET technical solutions to meet business and 
customer needs using best practice principles of fault-tolerance, reliability, testing and 
durability 

- Contribute to the engineering roadmap advocating for upgrades, technical refreshes and 
new versions 

- Mentorship of other engineers to ensure they have the necessary skills required 
- Peer review code and technical solutions to ensure business continuity 
- Research, suggest and implement best patterns and practices in line with modern industry 

standards 

Essentials: 

- Strong programming skills: 5+ years’ experience on .NET Platform. C# as preferred language 
- Development based on unit testing and design patterns.  
- Good command of SQL and Entity Framework or any other ORM 
- Fundamentals understanding and experience on the practices of any Agile methodology 

(SCRUM/XP) 
- Solid knowledge of version control tools, specially Git, and delivery/deployment using 

continuous integration system (Jenkins/DevOps) 
- English 
 



 

Desirable: 

- ASP. NET. experience with building web front-ends with modern technologies (React, 
Angular) and a good command of JavaScript 

- Understanding the service catalog of cloud computing platforms (Azure or AWS). Design, 
building and operation of software systems in the cloud, along with microservices 
architecture. 

- Experience with large-scale distributed storage and database systems (SQL or NoSQL, e.g. 
MySQL, Cassandra) 

- Familiarity with automated functional tools and frameworks (e.g. Selenium) 
- Experience with building and deploying code using orchestration frameworks (Docker and 

Kubernetes).  
- Exposure to other programming language 
- System admin experience (Linux/Windows) 
- Experience on parallel computing (TPL, multithreading) 
- Big Data: Experience working with data at scale, including experience with some or all of the 

following: Hadoop, Spark, Hive, Kafka. 

 

Profile: 

 

• Technology passionate, intellectual curiosity, self-starter, embracing continuous improvement, 

execution-oriented, change driver. 

• Entrepreneur spirit, quick learner, high degree of autonomy, team player, flexible and ability to 

adapt to change. 

• Client oriented, highly qualified to build client relationships. 

• Entrepreneurial mind-set and highly autonomous. 

• Goal-oriented, high self-motivation and ambition. 

• Results orientated; competitive and comfortable in challenging situations with senior client 

representatives. 

• Excellent communication and interpersonal skills 

• Strong project management and presentation skills 

• Ready to travel up to 25% of the time. 

• Fluent in English. Any other language would be an asset. 

 

Application Requirements 

As part of your application we would like to see your Stack Overflow profile, your blog, your code 

repository or similar. Please note, we do not accept third party candidates for this position 

  

Redslim offers: 

• Fresh, Agile, Entrepreneur environment with direct and full exposure to corporate initiatives.  

• Full on-boarding training and on-boarding plan. 

• Dynamic opportunity to grow within the company. 

• Flexible work environment within a cohesive and collaborative team. 

• Competitive package 


